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and resettle thousands of young men in the Burma National
Army, not to mention the economic weakness of the country,
provided the communists with an opportunity to revolt. The
decision was taken at the South-East Asian Communist
Conference, held in Calcutta in February 1948. It marked the
changeover to a more offensive policy throughout eastern
Asia. By themselves the communists had no hope of success.
Their revolt, however, gained support from the so-called
White Band PVOs, remnants of the Burma National Army,
who had originally been organized by Aung San into the
People's Volunteer Organization, and held in readiness to
fight if the negotiations for independence failed. Having no
raison d'etre in the new Burma of 1948, and composed of
young men with no training or inclination for civil life, they
constituted a serious problem. They split into two sections
known respectively as White Band and Yellow Band PVOs,
the latter loyal to the government. Nu's efforts to disband
them caused the Whites to go over to the communists.
Had it not been for the Karen rising the communist
rebellion would have been for all practical purposes stamped
out in 1949. But the Karen rising, formidable in itself, all the
more so since it began at Insein close to Rangoon, gave new
life to the communist struggle. Under the terms of their
agreement the KNDOs (Karen National Defence Organization)
were to control Lower Burma, the communists Upper Burma.
In the critical year 1949, when communism triumphed in
China, the rebels captured such key places as Mandalay,
Meiktila, Bassein and Toungoo, and paralysed road, rail and
river communications throughout most of the country.
But the government did not fall, and its determination to
become master in its own house never wavered. U Nu, a
sincere and devoted Buddhist, constantly did his utmost to
prevent bloodshed and promote conciliation; but when at his
instance the Karens agreed to a temporary truce for negotia-
tions, he flatly rejected a settlement on the basis of an
autonomous Karen state with its own army.
It was a slow process winning back the country district
by district, and opening up communications, with the rebels
launching constant counterattacks and .often regaining lost-

